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Low-energy „e,2e… spectroscopy from the W„001… surface: Experiment and theory
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The simultaneous ejection of two electrons from the~001! surface of W due to the collision of incident
low-energy electrons with valence electrons has been studied experimentally and theoretically. Energy and
momenta of the ejected electrons were measured simultaneously by a combination of coincidence and time-
of-flight techniques. Calculations were performed in a relativistic distorted-wave Born approximation including
exchange, in which the primary electron and the two emitted electrons are described by quasiparticle multiple
scattering states. The valence electron is represented by linear combinations of Bloch waves matched at the
surface. Screened Coulomb interaction matrix elements between these four states are evaluated. Experimental
and calculated energy distributions from W~001! for very-low-energy primary electrons at normal and grazing
incidence are in fairly good overall agreement. Although some features of one-dimensional bulk densities of
states are roughly reflected, Coulomb matrix elements with low-energy-electron-diffraction-type states play a
vital role. Further analysis reveals in detail the importance of elastic scattering of the primary electron and of
the two ejected electrons. Some observed features can be attributed to occupied surface states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the various possible reaction channels of an e
tron with a solid target, a particularly important one involv
a single collision event with a valence electron resulting
two electrons leaving the solid. Energy- and momentu
resolved observation of these two electrons, so-called (e,2e)
spectroscopy, is well established in the transmission m
using high-energy primary electrons~cf., e.g., Refs. 1 and 2
and references therein!. Since at high energies the prima
electron and the two final-state electrons are to a good
proximation represented by plane waves, the Coulomb s
tering cross section is simple to evaluate and reveals
momentum density of the valence electrons.

At low primary energies~less than a few 100 eV!, how-
ever, the primary and the two outgoing electron states
volve, as is well known from low-energy electron diffractio
~LEED!, strong elastic multiple scattering by the ion core
For the (e,2e) scattering cross section, this implies that
theoretical treatment is more complicated3–5 and its physical
interpretation far less straightforward. Experimentally, lo
energy reflection mode (e,2e) spectroscopy made substant
progress fairly recently~cf. Refs. 6–9 and reference
therein!. In particular, a time-of-flight technique made it po
sible to measure simultaneously energies and moment
two electrons emerging in coincidence.7

In view of gaining more insight into the very-low-energ
(e,2e) process itself and of exploring its information pote
tial on surface systems, we carried out an extensive j
experimental and theoretical study of the (e,2e) cross sec-
tion for electrons with energies below 25 eV incident on
clean W~001! surface. Our first aim has been to establish
level of agreement between experimental data and their
culated counterparts. Since our theory involves only a sin
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~24!/16418~14!/$15.00
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collision event between the primary electron and a vale
electron, this agreement should reveal to what extent
present experimental setup actually detects such single c
sions relative to accidental coincidences. Since our form
ism accounts for all elastic scattering events of the prim
and of the two outgoing electrons with the ion cores, t
importance of specific elastic events~e.g., specular or non
specular reflection of the primary electron, specular or n
specular reflection of one or of both outgoing electrons! can
be determined by additional calculations~‘‘computer experi-
ments’’!, in which elastic scattering amplitudes are sele
tively switched off.

The paper is organized as follows. The experimental a
theoretical methods are described in Secs. II and III, resp
tively. Section IV addresses, with the aid of various mod
calculations, the interpretation of (e,2e) cross sections and
the physical information obtainable from them. In Sec. V, w
present and discuss experimental and theoretical results
normal and for grazing incidence on W~001!.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Our low-energy electron coincidence experiments w
carried out in am-metal vacuum chamber with a vacuum
the range of 10211 Torr. The experimental setup is shown
Fig. 1. A single crystal of tungsten~001! was mounted on a
rotatable holder. The sample cleaning procedure included
oxidation of the sample followed by high-temperature flash
to remove carbon from the sample surface. The cleanlin
of the surface was monitored by Auger spectroscopy.
used two multichannel plates~MCP! 75 mm in diameter with
resistive anodes as position sensitive electron detectors.
detectors and the electron gun were coplanar with the sur
normal and the@100# direction along the surface. The direc
16 418 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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tion of the primary beam was chosen first normal to
surface and second at a polar angle of 88° with respect to
surface normal~i.e., grazing incidence with a glancing ang
of 2°). In thecase of normal incidence, the electron gun a
was aligned along the bisector of the 80° angle between
detectors@Fig. 1~a!#. For the grazing incidence geometry, th
electron gun axis was rotated in the plane of detectors a
from the previous direction by 95°@Fig. 1~b!#. The distance
L between the sample and the detectors could be varied
130 mm to 260 mm. The position-sensitive detectors allow
us to control the electron beam position on the sample
serving the specular beam as well as diffracted beams.
electron beam diameter on the sample was less than 1
Though the position-sensitive detection in principle provid
angular resolution, at the present stage of experiments
feature was not used explicitly because of the concomi
loss of counting statistics.

In order to measure the energies of both correlated e
trons generated by one incident electron, we combined
coincidence technique with a time-of-flight electron ener
measurement. The incident electron current was of the o
of 10214 A on average. It was pulsed with a width of about
ns and a repetition rate of 2.53106 Hz using a pulse genera
tor. The trigger pulse from the generator was used as a
erence point on the time-of-flight scale. If one of the chan

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of the (e,2e) time-of-flight spec-
trometer. ADC is analog-to-digital converter, TAC is the time-t
amplitude converter.~a! Normal incidence;~b! grazing incidence.
The flight times of the two electrons are determined by two tim
to-amplitude converters~TAC! and fed into the computer via two
analog-to-digital converters~ADC!. A fast ‘‘coincidence’’ circuitry
accepts two-electron events only if they fall within a 200 ns tim
window.
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plates is hit by an electron, a fast pulse starts one of
time-to-amplitude converters~TAC!. If subsequently the
other channel plate is hit by another electron, it starts
other TAC. If two delayed shaped pulses from the detect
and the delayed trigger pulse from the generator coinc
within a time window of 200 ns, a logic unit delivers a sto
pulse to each TAC. The times of flight of the two electro
are then recorded as a point in a two-dimensional time
flight coordinate system. This point represents a valid (e,2e)
event. If an electron~with rest mass m! takes the timeT to
pass the distanceL between the sample and one of the d
tectors, its kinetic energy in the presently relevant nonre
tivistic limit is

E5
m

2 S L

TD 2

. ~1!

The energy resolutiondE of the time-of-flight energy
measurement is obtained from Eq.~1! as

dE5
2

L
A2

m
E3/2dT. ~2!

In our setup, the time resolutiondT in Eq. ~1! is essentially
determined by the primary electron pulse width, i.e.,dT51
ns. WithL5260 mm, we obtaindE50.05 eV for the typical
energyE55 eV. An independent experimental check of t
energy resolutiondE in the energy range 4–5 eV yields
however,dE50.4 eV, which is approximately equal to th
half-width of the electron energy distribution in the incide
electron beam. This means that at low energies the en
resolution is not limited by the time resolution but by th
energy spread of the incident electron beam.

In the present experiment we measured the relative t
of flight T of electrons with respect to the arrival time o
elastically reflected primary electrons. For calibration we d
termined the kinetic energyEp5E1 of the primary electrons
on the base of Eq.~1! by measuring the relative time of fligh
of elastically scattered electronsDT for different distances of
flight DL5L12L2 . This value ofEp was then used as
reference to calibrate the energy scale of the time-of-fli
analyzers. The zero point on the time-of-flight scale th
corresponds to the arrival time of elastically reflected p
mary electrons. Any other point represents the relative fli
time T of a slower electron generated by an incident electr
By virtue of Eq.~1! one easily obtains

T5LSAm

2E
2A m

2Ep
D , ~3!

from which

E5
m

2 S T

L
1A m

2Ep
D 22

. ~4!

This equation is used to convert the time-of-flight scaleT to
the energy scaleE.

In Fig. 2~a! we show, as an example, the two-dimension
time-of-flight distribution of correlated electron pairs o
tained from W~001! in our normal-incidence geometry fo
primary electron energyEp520 eV. The distanceL between
sample and detectors was 140 mm. We integrated over

-
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16 420 PRB 58R. FEDERet al.
acceptance cones of the detectors (V50.21 sr! without mak-
ing corrections for the slightly different flight paths for th
different angles. The coincidence events are displayed b
two-dimensional gray-scale plot, in which black correspon
to the highest number of events. A ridgelike maximum
this plot represents the most probable combinations of e
tron energies within time-correlated electron pairs. The d
tribution looks quite symmetric with respect to the diagon
~dashed line! of the frame. Points on this line represent co
related pairs with equal times of flight of both electrons, i.
with equal energies.

The energy distribution of electron pairs, which is o
tained from the time-of-flight distribution in Fig. 2~a! by
means of Eq.~4!, is shown in Fig. 2~b!. The ridgelike maxi-
mum of the time-of-flight distribution is seen to be tran
formed into a diagonal band along the lineE31E4514.5 eV
in the energy distribution. If we take the width of this ban
equal to 0.5 eV, then within this band the sum of the energ
of two correlated electrons~we call it ‘‘total energy’’ of a
pair! is equal toEtot51460.25 eV. Let us now focus on tru
(e,2e) events, in which the detected electrons are produ
in single collision between the incident electron and a tar
electron. From the total energyEtot of a pair and the inciden
electron energyEp5E1520 eV, energy conservation the
yields the binding energyEb5E2 of the target electron a
Eb5E25E12E32E45Ep2Etot520214.555.5 eV. Since
the work function of W~001! is 4.6 eV, this implies that the
creation of correlated pairs is most likely for target electro
with energies just below the Fermi level.

From the above energy distribution we calculated
number of events in a total energy bandEtot5(E31E4)

FIG. 2. Time-of-flight and energy distributions of correlate
electron pairs for normal incidence of electrons with energyEp

520 eV. ~a! Two-dimensional time-of-flight distribution of corre
lated electrons. The black point in the upper right corner co
sponds to the accidental coincidence of two elastically reflec
electrons and serves as a calibration point.~b! Two-dimensional
energy distribution of correlated electrons.~c! Histogram of the
correlated pairs distribution as a function of the total energyEtot of
a pair. The height of a column represents the number of ev
within the total energy bandEtot60.25 eV.~d! Energy sharing dis-
tribution of correlated pairs with a given total energy. The height
a column represents the number of pairs with the energy differe
E12E2 within the total energy bandEtot51560.25 eV.
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60.25 eV as a function ofEtot . This ‘‘total energy distribu-
tion’’ is shown in Fig. 2~c!. Its maximum corresponds to
target electron excitation from energy levels just below
Fermi level. These electron pairs must have been created
single-step process, because any additional inelastic sca
ing would have decreased the total energy of the pairs. C
related electron pairs with lower total energies may origin
either from the excitation of bound electrons in deeper
ergy levels or from a multistep electron-electron scatter
process.

For quantitative analysis and comparison with theoreti
results it is particularly useful to plot, for a sequence of fix
values ofEtot5E31E4 , the number of pairs with energ
difference D5E32E4 within an energy band centered
Etot . As an example for such energy sharing distributio
we show in Fig. 2~d! the one obtained from the data of Fig
2~b! for the total energy bandE31E451560.25 eV. It is
seen to be symmetric with respect to the energy differe
E32E450. This symmetry corresponds to the symmetry
the energy distribution in Fig. 2~b! with respect to theE3
5E4 line, which is dictated by the geometrical symmetry
our normal-incidence setup.

III. THEORY

Our numerical calculations of (e,2e) from W~001! are
based on a theoretical approach, which has been outline
Ref. 3. In the following, we present more details and spec
particular model assumptions for the subsequent comp
tions.

For a primary electron, which at the source has kine
energyE1 and momentumk1 , colliding with a valence elec-
tron ~with E2,EF , whereEF is the Fermi energy!, we are
interested in the probability that one electron arrives at
first detector with kinetic energyE3 and momentumk3 , and
a second one at the second detector withE4 andk4 . Disre-
garding reaction channels, in which any of these electr
loses energy to the ‘‘rest of the world,’’ we have ener
conservationE11E25E31E4 .

Denoting the time-independent initial two-electron sta
by u12&, the final state byu34&, and the electron-electron
interaction Hamiltonian byHee, the transition probability to
first order inHee is determined by

W34,125 z^34uHeeu12& z2d~E11E22E32E4!. ~5!

In each of the two-electron states, we neglect—on
grounds of screening inside the metal—interaction betw
the two electrons except for exchange. Consequently, we
press them as antisymmetrized products of one-elec
statesc i(x) with i 51,2,3,4:

u i j &5@c i~x!c j~x8!2c j~x!c i~x8!#/A2

with ~ i , j !5~1,2! or ~3,4!. ~6!

The one-electron states are obtained as follows. The in
action of each of the four electrons with the nuclei and
ground-state electrons of the target is described by an op
potential, which has lattice periodicity in the half-space o
cupied by the target crystal. Because of the very low elect
energies in the present study, one might think of using
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Schrödinger equation. However, spin-orbit coupling and fu
ther relativistic effects are known to be important at the
energies in low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!, in the
valence electronic structure and consequently, e.g., in ph
emission~see, e.g., Refs. 10 and 11!. We therefore employ a
one-electron Dirac equation with the above optical potent
Consequently, thec i(x) are four-spinors, i.e., implicitly con
tain the electron spin. Although in the present experiment
primary electrons are unpolarized and the spin of the ou
ing ones is not analyzed, it is therefore necessary to
calculate the cross sections for all the possible polariza
combinations and subsequently to sum over them. For e
electron, we thus have to consider two four-spinor solutio
c i

s i(x) characterized by the labels i56. The primary elec-

tron statesc1
s1(x) with s156 have the boundary conditio

that the spin at the source is up/down~relative to a chosen
quantization axis!. Likewise, the outgoing electrons hav
spin orientationss356 ands456 at the detectors.

Lattice periodicity parallel to the surface implies that t
surface-parallel momentak i

i with i 51,2,3,4 are good quan
tum numbers characterizing the one-electron states.k1

i and
k3,4

i are given as the projections of the primary and the
tected electron momenta, respectively, onto the surface.
matrix elements@Eq. ~5!!# are nonzero only if

k1
i 1k2

i 5k3
i 1k4

i , ~7!

i.e., there is conservation of the surface-parallel moment
Since bound states withk2

i ~e.g., in the first Brillouin zone!
and those withk2

i 1g, whereg is a surface reciprocal-lattic
vector, are identical, the above conservation is actu
modulog. Since there is no lattice periodicity perpendicu
to the surface, the normal momentum componentski

z are not
good quantum numbers.

For the actual calculation of thec i
s i(x) we use a relativ-

istic layer-KKR-method~cf. Ref. 10! with the appropriate
boundary conditions. The primary electron statec1

s1(x) is
the usual relativistic LEED state. The two outgoing electro
are described by time-reversed LEED statesc i

s i(x) with i

53,4. To obtain the valence electron statesc2
s2(x), we first

calculate the bulk Bloch waves~by diagonalizing the layer
transfer matrix!. Each Bloch wave with energyE2 , crystal
momentum (k2

i ,k2
zn), and spin labels2 , which propagates

from the interior outward towards the surface, is th
e
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matched at the surface with linear combinations of inwa
propagating and decaying Bloch waves and with linear co
binations of decaying plane waves on the vacuum side. T
leads to 2n independent half-space solutionsc2

ns2(x), where
the index n corresponds to the outward-propagating bu
Bloch waves pairs.

While the LEED state and the time-reversed ones can
calculated for a potential containing an imaginary part~to
account for finite electron lifetime!, normalizable bound
statesc2

ns2(x) exist only for real potentials. Hole lifetime
effects can therefore cannot be includeda priori. Instead, we
take them into accountex postby a Lorentzian convolution
of the transition probability. The adequacy of this approa
is suggested by photoemission results: intensities and
polarizations from calculations using the above Bloch wa
matching initial state and subsequent convolution~cf. Refs.
12–14! are practically identical with those obtained b
calculations15 employing a Green-function treatment of th
valence electrons~cf. Ref. 16 and references therein!, which
includes hole lifetime from the start. It should be noted, ho
ever, that the Bloch wave matching treatment of the vale
electrons becomes impracticable for surface states. Sinc
real potential these are very sharp in energy, an extrem
fine energy mesh is required to find them.

In the interaction HamiltonianHee of the incident electron
with a particular valence electron, we discard magnetic a
retardation effects~as are, e.g., approximated by the Bre
Hamiltonian!, since they should be small in collisions at th
present low energies. An order of magnitude estimate ha
the context of relativistic electron-atom scattering, be
made in Ref. 17. We are thus left with a Coulomb intera
tion, which is screened by the ground-state electrons of
metal. Assuming this screening as static, we have

Hee5V~x,x8!5
e2ux2x8u/l

ux2x8u
. ~8!

We now substituteHee and the antisymmetrized four
spinor products into Eq.~5! and sum over the valence state
Since in the present experiment the primary electron bea
unpolarized and the outgoing electrons are not sp
analyzed, we furthermore sum over the spin labelss1 ,s3 ,
ands4 . For given primary electron energy and momentu
we thus obtain the following expression for the (e,2e) tran-
sition probability:
it
,
th of the
W~3,4!5 (
s1 ,s3 ,s4

(
E2 ,k2

i ,ns2

u f s1 ,ns2 ,s3 ,s4
2gs1 ,ns2 ,s3 ,s4

u2d~E11E22E32E4!d~k1
i 1k2

i 2k3
i 2k4

i !, ~9!

wheref andg are direct and exchange scattering amplitudes:

f s1 ,ns2 ,s3 ,s4
5E c3

s3* ~x!c4
s4* ~x8!V~x,x8!c1

s1~x!c2
ns2~x8!d3xd3x8; ~10!

the expression forg is the same except forx andx8 interchanged in the first product term. The integrals overx8 andx extend
infinitely in the directions parallel to the surface; lattice periodicity permits, however, forx8 the restriction to the surface un
cell and forx to the same plus a few neighboring cells~reached by the screened Coulomb interaction!. Normal to the surface
both integrals are restricted to a finite number of atomic layers because of screening and the fairly small mean free pa
primary electron.
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Since our experiment is performed with fixed solid anglesV3 andV4 in the directions of the two outgoing electrons, th
observable coincidence event rate~with normalization to the incident current! is obtained from Eq.~9! as

I ~E3 ,E4 ,V3 ,V4!5~k3k4 /k1!W~3,4!, ~11!

whereki5A2Ei with i 51,3,4.
In view of computing the above expressions, all wave functions are expanded in the form

c i
s i~x!5 (

k,m,n
Ai

k,m,n,s if i
k~r !xkm~u,w!, ~12!

with i 51, . . . ,4; thexkm are the usual spin angular functions, thef i
k(r ) are scalar radial functions, and the coefficien

Ai
k,m,n,s i with atomic layer indexn account for all elastic multiple scattering paths. The screened Coulomb potential@Eq. ~8!#

is expanded as

V~x,x8!52
4p

l (
lm

j l S ir ,

l Dhl
~1!S ir .

l DYlm* ~u,w!Ylm~u8,w8!, ~13!

wherer , (r .) is the smaller~larger! of r 5uxu and r 85ux8u. Substitution into Eq.~10! yields

f s1 ,ns2 ,s3 ,s4
5

24p

l (
k1•••4 ,m1•••4

l ,m,n

A3
k3 ,m3 ,n,s3* A4

k4 ,m4 ,n,s4* A1
k1 ,m1 ,n,s1A2

k2 ,m2 ,n,s2R34l12V34lm12, ~14!

with radial integrals

R34l125E fk3
* ~r !fk4

* ~r 8! j l S ir ,

l D hl S ir .

l Dfk1
~r !fk2

~r 8!drdr8, ~15!
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and V denoting angular integrals involving Gaunt coef
cients.

In the application of our theory to W~001!, the optical
potential for the occupied states is a self-consistent LM
potential cast into the muffin-tin form. For the continuu
states it is augmented by an energy-dependent complex i
potential~essentially as in Ref. 18! and a continuous surfac
potential barrier with image asymptotics. The screen
lengthl of the Coulomb potential@Eq. ~8!# is chosen as 0.7
Å, which corresponds to the Thomas-Fermi screening len
for an electron gas with the valence electron density of
This approximation is acceptable in the present cont
since physically reasonable departures ofl from the above
value are found to change the calculated coincidence e
rateI (E3 ,E4 ,V3 ,V4) approximately only by a constant fac
tor, i.e., to have, for a given geometry, only little effect o
the relative distribution overE3 andE4 .

IV. INTERPRETATION OF „SLOW-e,2e…
CROSS SECTIONS

Before presenting in some detail experimental and th
retical (e,2e) cross sections from W~001! at low primary
energies, we address the question of how information on
electron scattering dynamics and on the electronic struc
of the target can be extracted from such (e,2e) data. We
recall that at high energies the incident and the ejected e
trons are reasonably well described by plane waves, th
dimensional momentum is conserved, and the observed c
section reflects the spectral momentum density of the ta
electrons. At low primary energies, however, the importan
er
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of multiple elastic scattering both in the primary and in t
ejected electron states~LEED and time-reversed LEED
states! and the reduction of three-dimensional to only tw
dimensional momentum conservation generally preclu
such direct information on the electronic structure of the t
get.

In the following we consider, with the aid of numerica
results obtained for W~001!, the four relevant one-electro
states individually and investigate the role of elastic scat
ing events of the primary and of the ejected electrons
producing individual features of the fully calculated (e,2e)
cross section.

In Fig. 3 we present LEED specular beam spin-avera
intensity versus energy spectra for an unpolarized prim
beam incident in the~01! azimuth at polar anglesu in the
range from 0° to 88°. The calculated normal incidence sp
trum is seen to agree very well with its experimen
counterpart.18 For 15°<u<45°, our spectra agree well with
experimental data in Ref. 19, and for 45°<u<70° with
those presented in Refs. 20 and 21. Withu increasing from
25° upwards, the dominant Bragg maximum at 5 eV is se
to shift towards lower energies. The fine structure on
right-hand side stems from a Rydberg series of surface r
nances associated with the emergence threshold of the~01!
beam~for details, cf. Refs. 20 and 21!. The agreement of the
calculated spectra with experimental data suggests that
incident and the two ejected one-electron states are
equately described by our model specifications. In particu
the use of a single one-dimensional surface potential ba
~neglecting corrugation and angular dependence! is accept-
able for the present purpose.
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The LEED spectra are of direct relevance for the (e,2e)
cross sectionI (E3 ,E4), because a high~low! reflectivity R
corresponds to a weak~strong! transmission into the solid
For the primary electron beam at some fixed energyE1 ,
I (E3 ,E4) will contain a fixed factor@12R(E1)#. Contour
plots and energy sharing curves are therefore simply sc
by this factor, which forE1>16 eV ranges from 0.75 to
almost 1~cf. the normalized specular reflectivities in Fig. 3!.
In contrast toR(E1), R(E3), andR(E4) influence the shape
of contour plots and of energy sharing curves.

As is well known, the valence electron structure of t
semi-infinite crystal can be described by theki-resolved den-
sity of statesN(E2 ,k2i), which for short we refer to as
‘‘ k-DOS.’’ The values ofE2 andk2i , which are relevant for

FIG. 3. LEED from W~001!: specular beam spin-averaged i
tensity versus energy curves for an unpolarized beam of unit in
sity incident in the~100! azimuth at polar angles as indicated. So
lines: present theory; dots: experiment~Ref. 18!. For each curve,
the base line is indicated on the right-hand side and the tick mar
the y axis corresponds to 0.5~i.e., 50% reflection!.
ed

the (e,2e) reaction, are determined by conservation of e
ergy and surface-parallel momentum fromEi andk i i with i
51,3,4, which are set by the electron gun and the detect
Instead of further resolving thek-DOS with respect to atomic
layers parallel to the surface, we consider in the followi
only its most important part, which is the same as thek-DOS
of the infinite solid. This bulkk-DOS is closely associate
with the usual bulk band structureE2(k2i ,k2z), as we illus-
trate in Fig. 4. It is important to note thatk2z , the momentum
component normal to the surface, is not a good quan
number and strictly speaking has no physical relevance
the (e,2e) process. It can, however, be of some interest
special cases in which a particular Bloch wave dominates
linear combination, which forms the valence stateu2&.

In Fig. 4~a! we focus onk2i50, which in the coplanar
symmetric setup is accessed ifE35E4 . Our relativistic band
structure ~for k2z along G2H) agrees with earlier work,
where it has been extensively discussed~see, e.g., Refs. 22
and 23!. The associated one-dimensionalk-DOS is domi-
nated by peaks nearEF , which involve mainlyd electrons. If
E3ÞE4 , the relevant bands are along curves in the (k2x ,k2z)
plane, as is explained in the caption of Fig. 4. Some typi
examples of these bands and the associatedk-DOS are
shown in Fig. 4~b! for our normal incidence geometry. Not
that from energy conservation theE2 values in each of the
k-DOS panels of Fig. 4 uniquely correspond toE4 values.
The k-DOS of the relevant occupied states is thus uniqu
associated with (E3 ,E4) pairs. A completek-DOS contour
plot in the (E3 ,E4) plane is shown in Fig. 5~a!. Along the
E35E4 diagonal line, it obviously corresponds to th
~smoothed! k-DOS of Fig. 4~a!, as it should. As a conse
quence of the symmetry of the incidence/emission geome
the k-DOS is mirror symmetric with respect to theE35E4
line. Note that~for fixed E1) counterdiagonal lines are cha
acterized by fixed values ofE25E12(E31E4). The solid
counterdiagonal line indicates the Fermi energy. Figure 5~a!
can thus also be viewed as ak-DOS contour plot in the
(E2 ,k2x) plane with theE2 andk2x axes along the diagona
and the counterdiagonal, respectively.

The corresponding calculated (e,2e) intensity I (E3 ,E4)
@cf. Eq. ~11!, with the solid angle arguments hencefor
dropped for brevity, since they are constants for each of
two geometries# is displayed as a contour plot in Fig. 5~b!.
The mirror symmetry with respect to theE35E4 line is due
to the symmetric geometry and to the fact that the prim
beam is unpolarized and the emitted electrons are not s
analyzed. The intensity is seen to be largest forE2 in the
range betweenEF andEF22 eV, almost zero in the next 2
eV range, and again significant between24 and26 eV.

Comparison between theI (E3 ,E4) and thek-DOS con-
tour plots shows that the main (e,2e) features occur in re-
gions of high k-DOS, whereas in regions of vanishin
k-DOS the (e,2e) intensity also vanishes. There is, howeve
no detailed correspondence. An appreciablek-DOS is there-
fore a necessary but not sufficient condition. This impl
that the incident and ejected electron states play an impor
role. One may attempt to harness simply the LEED refl
tivities of these states. For the ejected electrons, theu540°
spectrum in Fig. 3 has a pronounced peak between 4 a
eV. Consequently, the transmission coefficient and, by vir
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of time reversal, the emission will be reduced ifE3 or E4 is
between 4 and 5 eV. Inspection of Fig. 5~a! shows, however,
that intensity values occur at these energies, which in spit
reduction are still substantial.

To get further insight, we found it useful to artificiall
modify the incident and the ejected electron states, wh

FIG. 4. W bulk band structure along selected relevantk lines
and corresponding density of states ‘‘k-DOS.’’ The energyE2 is
relative to the vacuum zero, the Fermi energy is marked by
vertical line at 24.6 eV. ~a! E2 versusk2z along GH, i.e., for
(k2x ,k2y)5(0,0). ~b! Projection of E2(k2x ,k2yk2z) onto the
(E2 ,k2z) plane andk-DOS, with k2y50 and k2x determined by
conservation of energy and surface-parallel momentum — for fi
primary energyE1517.2 eV,u150 ~i.e.,k1i50) and theE3 values
given in the individual panels — as follows:E45E11E22E3 and
k2x(E2)5k3x(E3)1k4x(E4), where k3x(E3)5(2E3)1/2sinu3 and
k4x(E4)52(2E4)1/2sinu4 with detector anglesu35u4540°. Note
that we thus have ak-DOS value uniquely associated with ea
ejected electron pair with energies (E3 ,E4).
of

h

involve elastic multiple scattering from the ion cores, by s
lectively switching off elastic scattering amplitudes. T
specify these modifications, we briefly recall a key ingredie
of layer-KKR theory~for details see, e.g., Chap. 4.3.5 in Re
10!. Consider a single atomic layer~inside the crystal! with
lattice periodicity parallel to the (x,y) plane ~the surface
plane! and with its internuclear plane atza . The wave field
incident on this layer is expanded in terms of plane wa

(gsug
seikg

s
•r, where kg

s5@kg
i ,sA2(E1V0)2kg

i2#, the ug
s

are spinor amplitudes,g enumerates the surface reciproca
lattice vectors@with g50 corresponding tog5(0,0)], and
s51 ~2! refers to the wave field incident from the le
~right! onto the layer~with the z axis being horizontal in the
drawing plane!. The scattered wave field is analogously e
panded with amplitudesvg

s , with s52 ~1! denoting the
field on the left~right! side of the layer. The incoming field i
transformed into the outgoing one by theSmatrix according
to

vg
s5 (

s8g8
Mgg8

ss8ug8
s8 . ~16!

e

d

FIG. 5. Contour plots in the (E3 ,E4) plane forE1517.2 eV,
u150, and u35u4540°: ~a! k-DOS; the other panels show
I (E3 ,E4) calculated~b! with complete elastic multiple scattering
~c! with primary electron back reflection matrixR(1)50, ~d! with
R(3,4)50, ~e! with R(1)50 andR(3,4)50, ~f! neglecting for the pri-
mary electron all transmission matricesMgg8

11 exceptM00
11 . Along

the solid counterdiagonal lineE25EF ~Fermi level!. The three
dashed lines parallel to it correspond toE2 decreased belowEF in
steps of 2 eV.
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We recall that theS-matrix elementsMgg8
ss8 are themselves

(232) spin matrices. From the above it is clear thatMgg8
11

and Mgg8
22 describe transmission through the layer from l

to right and from right to left, respectively, whileMgg8
12 and

Mgg8
21 account for reflection at the right-hand and at the le

hand side, respectively. For the semi-infinite crystal occu
ing the half-spacez.0, reflection towards the surface can
switched off by settingMgg8

21
50. We apply this to the in-

coming electron~state 1! and to the ejected electrons~states
3 and 4! separately. For simplicity, we denote in the follow
ing the back reflection matrix elements byRgg8

( i ) with i
51,3,4.

The influence on the (e,2e) cross section of selectivel
neglecting back reflection events is illustrated in panels~c!–
~e! of Fig. 5. The most notable changes are seen in a co
terdiagonal stripe of about 3 eV width just below the Fer
energy. ForR(1)50 @panel~c!#, the features far away from
the E35E4 diagonal are strongly suppressed, while tho
nearer the diagonal are essentially preserved although no
ably weakened. ForR(3,4)50 @panel~d!#, it is just the oppo-
site. If all three reflection matrices are switched off@panel
~e!#, only weak traces of all these features are seen to
vive. In panel~f!, all reflections are taken into account, b
for the incoming beam forward transmission events invo
ing nonzero reciprocal-lattice vectors are neglected, i.e., o
M00

11Þ0. We notice a remarkable similarity with panel~c!,
where R(1)50. This implies that the features far from th
diagonal in panel~a!, which are suppressed in both~c! and
~f!, require reflection events involving nonzero reciproc
lattice vectors.

The changes due to neglecting the above elastic scatte
events can be displayed more quantitatively by means
energy sharing curves. Because of the symmetry of
present geometry, it suffices to show these only forE3<E4
~see Fig. 6!. Let us focus on the behavior of some typic
prominent peaks labeledA–F in Fig. 6~a!. PeakA is seen to
be still present in panels~b! and~d!, but absent in~c!. It can
thus be interpreted as arising mainly from off-specular~elas-
tic! reflection of the ingoing electron followed by forwar
inelastic scattering, i.e., a diffraction-loss~DL! feature in tra-
ditional EELS terminology. Its absence in panel~f! corrobo-
rates this interpretation. In contrast, peakB vanishes in pane
~d!, but is present in~b!, ~c!, and~f!. Forward inelastic scat
tering followed by reflection~LD! can thus be identified a
its main origin. For peaksC andD, off-specular reflection of
the ingoing electron is seen to be most important. Their w
presence in panel~e! indicates, however, a significant contr
bution from direct inelastic scattering~without any reflection
events!. PeaksE and F involve mainly reflection events o
the outgoing electrons 3 and 4, but also off-specular refl
tion of the primary electron.

In summary, elastic reflection events play a very imp
tant role, with some features in the (e,2e) energy distribution
involving mainly reflections of the ingoing electron, othe
mainly those of the outgoing electrons. We note that this
in line with what was found in EELS experiments24 and
calculations.25 For reflection mode (e,2e) at moderate pri-
mary energies, elastic reflection events were considere
t
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detail in Ref. 4. For low-energy (e,2e), the importance of
elastic reflection of the primary electron was pointed out
Refs. 6 and 26.

The above suggests that one may obtain some more q
tative insight into the collision process, which leads to
particular feature in the (e,2e) cross section, by singling ou
certain specular or nonspecular plane-wave parts from
ingoing and the outgoing one-electron states, and then ex
ining a ~hypothetical! collision process involving these plan
waves. Since these plane-wave parts are inside the solid,
essential to take into account the refraction of the prim
and the ejected electrons at the surface potential barrie
heightV0r , whereV0r is the real part of the inner potentia

FIG. 6. Energy sharing curves forE1517.2 eV,u150, andu3

5u4540° calculated~a! with complete elastic multiple scattering
~b! with primary electron back reflection matrix elementR00

(1)50,
~c! with complete matrixR(1)50, ~d! with R(3,4)50, ~e! with R(1)

50 andR(3,4)50, ~f! neglecting for the primary electron all trans
mission matricesMgg8

11 exceptM00
11 . The selected constant value

of E31E4 are as follows: in the right-hand panels, 12 eV~dashed
curves!, 11 eV ~dotted curves!, and 10 eV~solid curves!; in the
left-hand panels, 8 eV~solid curves! and 7.5 eV~dotted curves!.
Note that the curves are shown only forE3<E4 , since the symme-
try of our normal-incidence geometry dictates that forE3>E4 they
are simply mirror symmetric.
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As is well known, the internal polar angles of incidence (u18)
and of exit (u38 ,u48) are connected with the external on
according to

sin~u i8!5A E

E1V0r
sin~u i ! with i 51,3,4. ~17!

Refraction is obviously stronger the smaller the energy
the larger the external angles are. WithV0r514 eV, this
entails for the presently considered primary energies
around 20 eV that the internal scattering geometry dep
significantly from the external one even if one focuses o
on specular parts. Moreover, the dependence ofu38 andu48 on
E3 andE4 , respectively, implies that the internal scatteri
geometry is a different one for each pair (E3 ,E4). Even for
our symmetric normal incidence geometry, in which the p
mary beam is not refracted, these internal geometries ar
longer symmetrical, i.e.,u38Þu48 , except for the special cas
E35E4 . We note that our results calculated according to
~11! implicitly contain the refraction effects, since our on
electron states are solutions of the Dirac equation in the
tire space~i.e., semi-infinite solid and vacuum!.

V. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

In the following we present and discuss experimental
sults together with their theoretical counterparts for two
planar geometries: first, normal incidence and symmetric
tector positions; second, grazing incidence and n
symmetric detector positions.

A. Results for normal incidence

In order to make quantitative contact between theory
experiment, the finite energy and angular resolution of
apparatus have to be taken into account. Since their influe
is presently quite significant, we illustrate in Fig. 7, for th
typical primary energyE1517.2 eV, in some detail the tran
sition from the ideal theoretical contour plot to experimen
reality. The effect of an energy-dependent finite lifetime
the bound electron~state 2! is seen by comparing the contou
plot in Fig. 7~b! with that in Fig. 7~a!. While the cross-
section features withE2 close to the Fermi energy~solid
counterdiagonal line! are almost the same, the ones betwe
4 and 6 eV belowEF in Fig. 7~a! are weakened and broad
ened due to the comparatively short lifetime in this ene
range. Taking into account the experimental energy distri
tion of the primary electrons@Fig. 7~d!# leads to a smearing
out of the features within 2 eV ofEF . Sampling of the
ejected electrons over finite emission cones of 22° wi
around the nominal coplanar directions (u35u4540°) is
seen@in Fig. 7~c!# to produce a broadening of the origin
features in the counterdiagonal direction. This appears p
sible because a given deviation ofu3 andu4 from 40° entails
a deviation ink2i , which increases with the differenceE3
2E4 . The cone-averaged intensity far away from the dia
onal therefore involves bound electrons with more wid
distributed values ofk2i . The combination of theE1 and the
u3,4 distributions leads to Fig. 7~e!, which agrees quite wel
with the experimental data in Fig. 7~f!. We note that the
present geometry~normal incidence and symmetric dete
d
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tion! dictates mirror symmetry of the contour plots with r
spect to theE35E4 diagonal line. All the computed plots in
fact exhibit this symmetry, while there is a slight asymme
in the experimental data. As rather obvious reasons for
asymmetry, we identify the counting statistics and so
small deviation from the nominal geometry.

In Fig. 8 we show for some further primary energy valu
experimental contour plots in comparison with calculat
ones, which include energy-dependent hole lifetime and
eraging over theE1 distribution and the detection angula
cone. ForE1515.9 eV, we observe a rather sharp ‘‘centr
feature’’ stemming from bound electrons close toEF andk2i
close to zero. ForE1519.8 eV, this feature is significantly
extended along the counterdiagonal. This trend—into wh
the results in Figs. 7~e! and 7~f! fit—is seen to continue a
E1523.7 eV, but with individual structures along the cou
terdiagonal emerging.

A more detailed picture of this evolution of features clo
to EF is provided by the energy sharing curves in Fig. 9. T
agreement between experiment and theory is seen to
rather good except at larger energy differences, where
experimental curves go to zero more rapidly. As one can
directly in the contour plots in Fig. 8, this experimental cu
off occurs if the kinetic energy of one of the ejected electro
reaches 1.8 eV. It is a consequence of our coincidence

FIG. 7. Contour plots ofI (E3 ,E4) for E1517.2 eV, u150:
calculations for sharpE1 and emission anglesu35u4540° without
hole lifetime ~a! and with hole lifetime~b!; calculations with hole
lifetime and for (u3 andu4) distributed over a 22° cone~c!, for a
finite E1 distribution ~d!, and for both the (u3 ,u4) distribution and
the E1 distribution ~e!; experiment~f!.
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window of 200 ns. This upper limit for the detectable tim
of-flight of an electron implies a lower limit of approxi
mately 1.8 eV for its energy.

It is remarkable that for bothE3 andE4 very close to 1.8
eV, the experimental data in Fig. 8 exhibit a prounounc
cross-section maximum~‘‘dark spot’’!, which is completely
absent in the theoretical results. This feature must there
be due to a mechanism other than the production of
outgoing electrons by a direct collision of a primary electr
with a valence electron. This mechanism should—in addit
to the very existence of the dark spot—account for the
lowing two experimentally observed properties: the dark s
increases~relative to the intensities nearEF) ~a! with in-
creasing primary energy and~b! ~for fixed primary energy!
with increasing primary current. We propose the followi
qualitative explanation. A given primary electron is followe
by a second primary electron within a time intervaldt,
which is small compared to the coincidence time windo
Each of these two electrons creates secondary electrons
is well known ~cf., e.g., Ref. 27!, the secondary electro
emission current is, for a given primary energy, maxima
energies of a few eV, and the size of this maximum increa
~for fixed primary current! monotonically with increasing
primary energy~up to primary energies of a few hundre
eV!. The probability for detecting a pair event, which i
volves one secondary electron generated by the first prim
electron and one generated by the second, is therefore la

FIG. 8. Contour plots of theoretical and experimentalI (E3 ,E4)
for u150 ~normal incidence! for primary energiesE1 as indicated
in the panels.
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for E3 andE4 close to the experimental cutoff energy of 1
eV. Furthermore, the probability of this ‘‘accidental even
increases monotonically with the primary energy. Since
probability for the true event does not grow in such a mon
tonic way, the accidental-event probability increases rela
to the true-event probability. This is in accordance with t
observed behavior~a! of the dark spot. If at fixed primary
energy the primary current is increased, the true-event in
sity grows linearly, whereas the accidental-event intens
increases quadratically. Consequently, the latter grows r
tive to the former, and the dark spot should become m
prominent. The mechanism, which involves two second
electrons generated by two different primary electrons, t
also explains the behavior~b! of the dark spot.

Another feature, which is absent in the calculated resu
is the maximum nearE35E456 eV in the experimental data
for E1523.7 eV and, somewhat less pronounced, forE1
519.8 eV. As a possible mechanism we suggest energy
of the primary electron fromE1 to an energyE18 , which does
not depend on the value ofE1 , and subsequent collision with
a valence electron and pair ejection. From the sequenc
experimental contour plots shown, the cross-section p
nearE35E456 eV would then consistently correspond
an energyE18 of about 16 eV. A clue to the nature of thi
mechanism is provided by the LEED spectrum~Fig. 3! for
u540°, which exhibits a series of surface resonances
around 16 eV. We thus obtain the following picture: th
primary electron gets inelastically scattered into a surf
resonance, which in turn decays by scattering with a vale
electron~from the vicinity of the Fermi energy!, thus produc-

FIG. 9. Energy sharing curves foru150° andE1 as indicated in
the upper right corner of each panel: calculation~solid lines! and
experiment~filled circles! with I (E3 ,E4) averaged over a 1 eV
interval centered at theE31E4 values indicated on the left-han
side of each curve. Below eachE31E4 value, the corresponding
value of E2 relative to the Fermi level, which is simply obtaine
from energy conservation asE124.62(E31E4), is given in brack-
ets. Both the theoretical and experimental cross sections are i
bitrary units.
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ing the observed correlated electron pair withE35E456
eV. This interpretation is experimentally corroborated by
finding that the above cross-section peak is suppresse
oxygen adsorption.

Since our theoretical method contains the screen
lengthl of the Coulomb interaction as a parameter~with the
value 0.7 Å underlying all results shown in this work!, we
explored the influence of physically reasonable variations
l by performing some additional calculations using the v
ues 0.35 and 1.4. We found that the absolute values
I (E3 ,E4) increase with increasing screening length, i.
longer range of the interaction, with maximal-intensity rati
9:3:0.6 for thel values 1.4, 0.7, and 0.35 Å. The relativ
intensities of the features are, however, almost the same,
the normalized contour plots look almost identical.

B. Results for grazing incidence

For the geometry, we refer to Fig. 1~b! and the inset in the
top right-hand panel of Fig. 12. The primary electrons i
pinge on the surface at a polar angleu1588° ~with respect to
the surface normal! and the ejected electrons are detec
coplanar at polar anglesu3547° andu4533° with azimuths
such that 4 is in the same quadrant as 1, and 3 in the o
The scattering angles relative to the direction of the incid
beam are thusQ3545° andQ45125°, i.e., one electron o
the pair is forward-scattered, the other backward.~In the nor-
mal incidence case dealt with above,Q35Q45140°, i.e.,
both electrons are backward-scattered.! With regard to the
internal scattering geometries discussed towards the en
Sec. IV, we note that for energiesE1 around 20 eV, refrac-
tion at the surface@cf. Eq. ~17!# changes the external ang
u1588° into an internalu18 around 50°. The internal inci
dence on the planes of ion cores is therefore far from g
ing.

In Fig. 10 we show, forE1517.2 eV, thek-DOS of the
bound electrons~state 2) and the (e,2e) distribution
I (E3 ,E4) as it goes from ideal theory to experiment. Com
parison between panelsa andb essentially confirms what we
found for normal incidence~cf. Fig. 5!: a finite k-DOS is
necessary, but the Coulomb matrix elements involving a
the other three states can have substantial influence. M
notably, the strongk-DOS features aroundE3 ,E45(2,9.5)
and (9,1) do not show up at all in the cross section. Fin
hole lifetime @Fig. 10~c!# again weakens features furth
away from EF and the sampling over the emission con
@Fig. 10~e!# produces a concentration towardsE35E4 . Com-
parison with experiment@Fig. 10~f!# shows very good agree
ment with regard to the dominant feature around (E3 ,E4)
5(5,6). The experimental peak around~4.5,7! is reproduced
by the calculations in panels~c! and ~d!, but has been
smeared out by the angular averaging in panel~f!. As ob-
served and discussed above for normal incidence, the ex
mental data in addition exhibit a ‘‘background spot’’ ne
(E3 ,E4)5(2,2), and a cutoff forE3 or E4 below about 2 eV,
which is due to the 200 ns time window used for the coin
dence condition.

In Fig. 11 we show for some further primary energy va
ues experimental contour plots in comparison with calcula
ones, which include energy-dependent hole lifetime and
eraging over theE1 distribution and the detection angula
e
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cones. ForE1516.1 eV, theoretical and experimental resu
agree rather well, both being dominated by a peak cente
around (E3 ,E4)5(5,6). ForE1519.8 eV, however, the cal
culated distribution looks rather different from the expe
mental one, with strong features of the latter absent in
former. One of these, close toEF near (E3 ,E4)5(8,7), can
be attributed to a surface state and will be discussed in d
below. Another one is a broad peak around (5,6.5) super
posed on the (5.2,6) feature also present in the calcul
plot. A broad peak around the same energies (5,6.5) is s
for E1523.8 eV to dominate the measured distribution a
to be absent in the calculated one. We interpret this br
peak in the same way as the (6,6) feature observed for
mal incidence~see Fig. 6 and the above discussion!: energy
loss of the primary electron fromE1 to an energyE18 , which
does not depend on the value ofE1 , and subsequent collision
with a valence electron and pair ejection.

Due to the increase of multiple energy losses and ba
ground with increasing primary energy, comparing theo
~which contains only single collision events! and experiment
by means of gray-scale contour plots becomes less adeq
Instead, one should rather employ energy sharing cur
Such are shown in Fig. 12 for a sequence of primary en
gies. We recall that each point in these curves is obtained

FIG. 10. Contour plots in the (E3 ,E4) plane forE1517.2 eV
and the grazing incidence (u1588°) geometry sketched in Fig
1~b!: ~a! k-DOS; panels~b!–~e! show I (E3 ,E4) calculated without
hole lifetime ~b!, with hole lifetime ~c!, with hole lifetime for a
finite E1 distribution~d! and for (u3 andu4) distributed over a 22°
cone~e!; the experimental data are shown in panel~f!.
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summing I (E3 ,E4) over anE31E4 interval of 1 eV cen-
tered at the nominal value ofE31E4 . All the curves are
quite asymmetric with respect toE32E450, which is to be
expected from the absence of symmetry in the scattering
ometry.

For E1516.1 eV, experiment and theory exhibit a dom
nant peak atE32E4522.5 eV. To understand its origin, w
performed additional calculations with elastic reflection m
trix elements selectively switched off. While specular a
nonspecular reflection of the primary electron and spec
reflection of the ejected electrons turned out to be unimp
tant, nonspecular reflections of the ejected electrons pla
crucial role. One can therefore visualize the underly
mechanism as a forward collision event between the prim
and valence electron followed by nonspecular reflect
events, i.e., a loss-diffraction~LD! -type process in tradi-
tional terminology. Furthermore, direct transmission of t
primary electron through the atomic layers by far domina
transmission with deflections involving surface reciproc
lattice vectors. The key to understanding these findings
in the fact that the direct collision cross secton is large
small momentum transfer, i.e., if both of the scattered e
trons move in the forward direction, and is small if one
them goes backward. Since in the present geometry~cf. the
inset in the top right-hand panel of Fig. 12! one ejected elec
tron is backward-scattered, direct collision without any
flection has a low probability. For collisions with specular
reflected primary electrons, 4 is still backwards and he

FIG. 11. Contour plots of theoretical and experimen
I (E3 ,E4) for u1588° ~grazing incidence! for primary energiesE1

as indicated in the panels.
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the cross section is small. Collision of the directly transm
ted beam with valence electrons produces mainly two e
trons going forward, i.e., into the crystal, and their sub
quent reflection, with one of them nonspecular, chann
them right into the detectors. This sequence has therefo
high probability.

Analysis of prominent peaks in the other calculated e
ergy sharing curves revealed the same underlying phys
mechanism. In particular, this also holds for the strong p
towards the ‘‘far right’’ of most of the calculated energ
sharing curves, which falls into the experimental cutoff r
gion. For all the peaks investigated, direct transmission
the primary electron is vital, whereas deflection by
reciprocal-lattice vector plays a very minor role. Finally, w
would like to point out that switching off certain reflection o
transmission matrices does not necessarily reduceI (E3 ,E4)
or leave it unchanged, but it can also enhance it. The latte
however, not surprising, since the elastic multiple scatter
is coherent, and omission of an amplitude, which destr
tively interferes with some other, leads to an enhancem
of I.

l

FIG. 12. Energy sharing curves foru1588° andE1 as indicated
in the upper right corner of each panel. The presentation is an
gous to the one in Fig. 9. In the panel forE1519.8 eV, the addi-
tional empty circles represent data obtained after adsorption of o
gen on W~001!. The dashed lines in regions of large ener
differences represent anad hocsmooth truncation of the calculate
curves.
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Within the cutoff limits, good overall agreement betwe
experiment and theory is seen for most of the curves,
there are some discrepancies. A substantial one occur
primary energyE1519.8 eV andE2520.7 eV aroundE3
2E452 eV: a strong experimental peak~labeled byS) con-
trasts with a small calculated shoulder. The disappearanc
this peak in experiment upon oxygen adsorption sugg
that it might originate from a surface state or resonance
fact, photoemission experiments on W~001! ~Ref. 28! re-
vealed three surface resonances with energies fairly slig
dispersing withki , but intensities varying quite strongly~cf.
Fig. 6 of Ref. 28!. To make closer contact with these da
we therefore need to knowk2i of the valence electron asso
ciated with our peakS. From energy and parallel-momentu
conservation one easily obtains k2i5(k2x ,0)5
(20.95g,0), where g is the surface reciprocal-lattice con
stant. In the first Brillouin zone, we thus findk2x1g
50.05g, which is about 0.1 Å21. At this value, the photo-
emission data of Ref. 28 exhibit a strong surface resonanc
energy20.4 eV relative toEF , and a weaker one at20.8
eV. Our peakS is thus clearly associated with the20.8 eV
resonance. Due to our data collection over a 1 eVinterval of
E31E4 and consequently ofE2 between21.2 and20.2 eV,
S also contains contributions from scattering with the20.4
eV resonance.

The absence ofS in the calculated curves is due to th
Bloch wave matching method employed for the valen
state. Since this method requires using a real cry
potential—with the imaginary inner potential partV0i taken
into account by a subsequent convolution with
Lorentzian—surface states have very sharp energies. Co
quently they are most likely not to be found in the presen
used computationally viable energy grid. To exploreS fur-
ther, we employed a Green-function method,16 which a pri-
ori incorporates lifetime broadening, to calculate the lay
andki-resolved density of states of the valence electrons.
ki around 0.1 Å21, we thereby found two surface features
the above energies. With increasingE1 , the measured sur
face state peak in Fig. 12 is seen to move from 2 eV to
eV ~at E1521.9 eV! and becomes less prominent.

The influence of physically reasonable variations of
screening lengthl of the Coulomb interaction on the calcu
lated I (E3 ,E4) was found to be similar at grazing incidenc
as above at normal incidence. While the absolute value
I (E3 ,E4) increase with increasing screening length, the re
tive intensities and hence the contour plots are almost
same.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have measured and calculated cross sections of (e,2e)
in the reflection mode from the W~001! surface for primary
electrons with energies below 25 eV at normal and at graz
incidence. Our theory describes, in the spirit of a distort
wave Born approximation with exchange, a single collisi
event between the primary electron and a valence elec
resulting in two electrons leaving the crystal. For each of
four-ingredient one-electron states, elastic multiple scatte
by the ion cores is fully taken into account.

For valence electron energies within a few eV of t
Fermi energy, we have found good overall agreement
tween experiment and theory. Since the latter involves on
single direct collision between the projectile and a tar
electron, this agreement implies that such direct collisio
are the dominant origin of the two electrons observed exp
mentally.

Additional calculations, in which selected elastic scatt
ing matrix parts for either the primary or the detected el
trons, or for both, are deliberately discarded, yielded m
insight into the mechanisms underlying particular cro
section features. Generally, elastic reflection was found to
very important. More specifically, certain features mainly
quire elastic reflections in the primary electron state, wh
for others reflection in one of the ejected electron state
indispensable.

Our experimental data reveal occupied surface sta
within 1 eV of the Fermi level, in accordance with our de
sity of states calculation and with earlier photoemission da
To obtain the corresponding (e,2e) features theoretically, the
Bloch wave matching treatment of the valence electrons
our present formalism has to be replaced by a Green-func
method, which incorporates lifetime broadening from t
start rather than taking it into account by a Lorentzian co
volution.

In conclusion, our results ensure a bright future for ve
low-energy (e,2e) spectroscopy in the reflection mode fro
solid surfaces. Although it is theoretically far more comp
cated than high-energy (e,2e) spectroscopy, experimenta
data can be quantitatively reproduced by numerical calc
tions and interpreted in terms of underlying physical mec
nisms. The surface sensitivity, which we found, sugge
usefulness for studying ultrathin film and multilayers.
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